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Abstract:
Super-resolution fluorescence imaging based on singlemolecule localization relies critically on the availability of efficient
processing algorithms to distinguish, identify, and localize emissions
of single fluorophores. In multiple current applications, such as threedimensional, time-resolved or cluster imaging, high densities of fluorophore
emissions are common. Here, we provide an analytic tool to test the
performance and quality of localization microscopy algorithms and demonstrate that common algorithms encounter difficulties for samples with
high fluorophore density. We demonstrate that, for typical single-molecule
localization microscopy methods such as dSTORM and the commonly
used rapidSTORM scheme, computational precision limits the acceptable
density of concurrently active fluorophores to 0.6 per square micrometer
and that the number of successfully localized fluorophores per frame is
limited to 0.2 per square micrometer.
© 2011 Optical Society of America
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1.

Introduction

In recent years, subdiffraction-resolution far-field fluorescence microscopy methods attracted
considerable interest because they allow the noninvasive observation of cellular processes with
almost molecular resolution [1–8].
Single-molecule based localization microscopy methods such as photoactivated localization
microscopy (PALM, [3]), fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM, [4]),
stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM, [5]), and direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM, [4, 8]) are very promising because they are comparably
simple, require only moderate irradiation intensities which makes them ideally suited for livecell imaging [8–10], and can be implemented in standard wide-field fluorescence microscopes.
In localization microscopy target structures are labeled with fluorophores that can be stochastically switched between a fluorescent on state and a non-fluorescent off state upon irradiation
with light of appropriate wavelength. Ideally, only a small subset of fluorophores is active at
any time of the experiment generating isolated images of the point spread function (PSF), socalled spots, on the detector that are well resolvable within the optical resolution limit. A model
function is approximated to the PSF [11–14] to determine the nanometer-precise fluorophore
position called localization. A cycle of activation, detection, and photobleaching or transfer to a
reversible off state, respectively, is repeated several thousand times to collect a sufficient number of localizations (typically several ten thousands to millions of localizations) to reconstruct
a super-resolved image.
When considering the resolution of localization microscopy, two quantities have to be distinguished: The optical resolution, i.e. the shortest distance at which two point emitters can be
distinguished, and the structural resolution, i.e. the finest resolvable level of detail in a continuous structure. Contrary to many classical microscopy methods, the structural resolution is
potentially much lower than the optical resolution due to the nonlinear computational processing.
Achieving high structural resolution with localization microscopy has three prerequisites:
The fluorophore density must be sufficiently high according to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
theorem [15], the imaging speed must surpass the sample dynamics, and the density of generated spots must be small enough to be optically resolvable to avoid imaging artifacts and
false localizations [9, 16, 17]. While these prerequisites are easily fulfilled as long as only extended filaments, e.g. microtubulin and actin, are imaged, super-resolution imaging of complex
and densely labeled structures necessitates the use of photoswitchable fluorophores with highly
stable off states and appropriately set photoswitching rates [16, 17]. Three-dimensional and dynamic super-resolution imaging with high spatiotemporal resolution [5, 8, 9, 18, 19] or single
turnover counting for spatially resolved observation of catalysis [20, 21] are even more challenging. In these cases, precise photophysical control of the number of active fluorophores is
difficult and high spot densities are often unavoidable.
While spot density issues have been researched for localization microscopy of fluorescent
particles [22], only recently [23] an algorithm was implemented for single-molecule superresolution data analysis based on simultaneously fitting the data of overlapping PSF with
multiple kernels to increase the allowed number of simultaneously active fluorophores. Unfortunately, current algorithms used for single-molecule localization microscopy mainly focus on spatial localization precision and computational speed and rely on well-separated input
spots [24–26]. The lack of efficient algorithms results, in our opinion, primarily from the difficulties to check the performance of the algorithm on experimental data obtained from densely
labeled samples. While it has been shown previously [24] that stochastic simulations can generate data sets sufficiently close to experimental localization microscopy data, direct stochastic
analysis of suchlike simulations is difficult because the density of active fluorophores prevents
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direct mapping of active fluorophores and localizations (Fig. 1a).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of localization assignment problem and typical input images at different
spot densities. (a) Example of typical multi-spot error. Red dots mark simulated fluorophores, with blue plusses marking active fluorophores. The resulting signal is indicated
with grey values in the background, and a possible set of localizations is displayed with
purple crosses. The localization for the multi-spot event is clearly false and would bias the
localization accuracy for both close blue fluorophores if it was assigned to either localization and thus must be counted as false positive localization, but distinguishing between
such multi-spot localizations and correct single-spot localizations is not trivial. (b-d) Examples for generated input images at different photon counts. Note that the photon count
scale has an unknown offset since the background noise was determined experimentally.

Here, we introduce a method to evaluate the performance of localization microscopy imaging algorithms on samples with high fluorophore density using simulated fluorophore lattices.
Our method is capable of quantifying the performance of a localization microscopy algorithm
with three standard characteristics: stochastic precision, recall, and spatial precision. The stochastic precision is defined as the quotient of true positive localizations to all localizations
found, and the recall as the quotient of the number of true positive localizations to the total
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number of spots that should have been localized [27]. The spatial precision gives the uncertainty in fluorophore localization, that is, the spatial difference between the exact position of
an emitting fluorophore and the determined localization. (Stochastic precision and recall are
often referred to as false positive/negative rate or miss/hit probability. Spatial precision is also
known as localization precision, precision or optical resolution, renamed here to avoid confusion with stochastic precision.) To demonstrate its performance, we applied our method to the
rapidSTORM algorithm [24], an algorithm in the important class of Gaussian PSF least-squares
fitters to determine its performance on typical dSTORM data.
2.

Material and methods

We measured the impact of high spot densities on algorithmic localization performance by simulating fluorophores located on a dense lattice cycling reversibly between a fluorescent on and
a non-fluorescent off state. While this method can generate signals sufficiently close to experimental data, straightforward comparison of the simulation ground truth, i.e. the known position
of simulated emissions, and the computational result, i.e. the position of algorithmically recognized localization positions, has proven difficult under dense-spot conditions since different
simulated fluorophores can cause any given localization. Our methodical solution to this problem is an analysis based on a localization histogram from a large number of analyzed frames
with all lattice points averaged into a mean lattice interval. In other terms, we (i) simulated a
long localization microscopy image stack, (ii) employed the algorithm under scrutiny to find
localizations in the stack, (iii) subtracted the position of the nearest fluorophore from each localization, regardless of this fluorophore’s state, (iv) fitted the histogram of these localization
offsets with a sum of Gaussian functions, and (v) extracted the observables of interest from the
obtained parameters.
2.1.

Input data simulation

We modelled localization microscopy input data as given in Eq. 1. PSF( f , p) models the point
spread function for a simulated fluorophore f at the pixel p, i.e. the probability that a photon
emitted by the fluorophore f (assumed to be point-like) is detected in the pixel p. The photon
rate NP gives the number of photons emitted per time unit while residing in the on state, and
this rate was assumed to be constant. ton ( f ,t) denotes the time the fluorophore f resided in
the on state during a time period t. The product of these three quantities, assumed to be the
number of photons detected by one pixel of a simulated CCD camera for one image and one
fluorophore, was varied by Poisson statistics (denoted by Pois). No additional camera properties
were considered because modern scientific CCD cameras come very close to linear response
[28]. The contributions were summed over a set of fluorophores F and additive background
noise was modelled by randomly choosing a value Gr out of a set of likely background noise
values G.
S(p,t) = Gr +

∑ Pois [ton ( f ,t)NP PSF( f , p)]

(1)

f ∈F

G was generated by selecting all pixels further than 10 pixels from all localizations from a
real dSTORM acquisition. As for other random numbers in this article, the randomness was
drawn from the GSL Mersenne Twister implementation [29, 30].
F was generated by placing one fluorophore on each junction of a 40 nm rectangular lattice.
Fluorophore behavior was modeled as a time-continuous Markov process between a dark and
a bright state with lifetimes of τoff and τon , respectively. In other terms, the time a fluorophore
spends in each state follows an exponential distribution with mean τoff and τon , respectively,
and each bright state phase is followed by a dark state phase and vice versa. The simulated
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point spread function was computed by assuming perfect focusing and sample planarity, i.e. an
optical point spread function equal to the Besselian of first kind and first order J1 , scaled by
a factor κ to match common experimental numerical apertures, and integrated over the camera pixel size numerically using 87-point Gauss-Kronrod [31] integration (Eq. 2). x~f denotes
the subpixel-precise fluorophore position in this equation, and α a scale factor chosen such
that PSF( f , p) = 1. While this formulation assumes point-like fluorophores, extension to twodimensional or three-dimensional objects is straightforward.
J1 (κk~
x p − x~f k)
dx p
x p − x~f k2 κ 2
x p ∈p k~

Z

PSF( f , p) = α

(2)

The average lifetime of the on-state was chosen to three times the simulated acquisition
time for a single image, but not synchronized with the simulated acquisition time intervals, to
produce simulated images with a broad spectrum of spots with different photon counts. This
mainly serves to emulate the broad distribution of spot photon counts experienced in real TIRF
experiments. We simulated fluorophores spaced on a 40 nm lattice with a detection pixel raster
of 85 nm, causing many different detection raster/fluorophore lattice orientations to occur. (The
raster and lattice were chosen with a small lowest common multiple to ensure computational
tractability. This way, only a limited number of PSFs had to be computed.) The Besselian PSFs
was scaled with κ = 1.37, equivalent to a spot full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 370 nm.
2.2.

Simulation parameters

Three parameters were varied to identify influences in spot detection rate: The density of spots
on the camera, the signal-to-noise ratio and the sampling raster width. The spot density was
varied by prolonging the simulated lifetime of the dark state while keeping the on state lifetime
and fluorophore density constant; the signal-to-noise ratio was varied by changing the simulated
photon emission rate of fluorophores while keeping the background noise constant; and the
sampling raster width was simulated by changing the simulated pixel raster while keeping the
PSF size constant.
By default, we used physical parameters similar to typical dSTORM experiments: integration
time 0.1 s, τon = 0.3 s, NP = 10 kHz and a pixel size ρP of 0.24 PSF FWHM. Each photon was
counted as 16 A/D counts in the linear part of the camera response.
Typical images generated with these parameters are shown in Fig. 1 and in the boxes in
Fig. 4.
2.3.

Algorithmic molecule localization

We processed the simulated images using our previously published rapidSTORM algorithm
[24]. The rapidSTORM algorithm is optimized for comparably noisy input images as commonly recorded in widefield single-molecule localization microscopy, and processes input images in two steps. In the first step, likely positions of bright-state fluorophores are pre-selected
by applying a suitable smoothing algorithm, such as a Spalttiefpass filter, to the input images
and selecting the local maxima of the resulting image. In the second step, a Gaussian function
with fixed covariance matrix (i.e., the widths σx and σy and the X-Y-correlation are either estimated manually or automatically prior to the fitting) is fitted to the pixels around the strongest
local maximums. By thresholding the amplitude of the fitting Gaussian, a distinction is made
between random background noise and a real fluorophore emission. Strong local maxima are
fitted in decreasing intensity until a predefined number of successive maxima were fitted with
an amplitude below the threshold. We used an amplitude threshold of 180 times the noise standard deviation and filtered spots containing emissions from multiple fluorophores (multi-spots)
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by fitting the data from the first spot with a sum of two Gaussian kernels [32]. The start positions of the centers were chosen 1 pixel apart along a line connecting the one-kernel center
and the highest residues. The start amplitudes were set to half of the one-kernel amplitude. All
localizations were tagged with the quotient of the sum of squared residues of the two-kernel
and the one-kernel fit, termed their suspectedness. If the two centers found in two-kernel analysis differed by more than a threshold θdist , the two-kernel fit was instead discarded and the
suspectedness set to 0. After computing all results, we discarded localizations that surpassed a
suspectedness threshold of θfishy .
Three parameters were varied in the data processing: First, we used two different spot finding methods (Spalttiefpass and Gaussian smoothing, see [24]) to check whether the used spot
detection influences the results. Second, we changed the distance threshold θdist and the suspectedness threshold θfishy to increase the probability to generate at least one reasonably good
set of parameters.
By default, we used a Spalttiefpass smoother, θdist = 0.5 µm and θfishy = 0.1.
To control our measurements with an independently implemented algorithm and to show
the easy integration of our method with other algorithms, we also computed the images generated with default photophysical parameters using QuickPALM [33] version 1.1 with its default
settings.
2.4.

Statistical characterization of localizations

The spot density was characterized by calculating the area within a circle with a diameter of
one PSF FWHM. The average density of simulated fluorophores, the average fraction of the
acquisition time each fluorophore spent in the on state and the average density of spots was
calculated to determine the average number of spots per area within a circle of one FWHM
diameter by linear arithmetics. We did not correct for integration time.
We analyzed the localization distribution generated by the rapidSTORM algorithm by histogramming the offsets of localizations relative to the known fluorophore positions at the lattice
points, excluding a border of 5 pixels resulting in a two-dimensional point distribution representing a mean lattice interval. We fitted the histogram with a sum of a 5 by 5 lattice of symmetrical, identical two-dimensional Gaussian functions centered at the theoretical lattice points
with a width of σ plus a constant offset B to the data, resulting in the model function given by
Eq. 4. The histogram was fitted with the Levenberg-Marquardt maximum likelihood estimator
published by Laurence et al [34].
!
k~x − x~0 k2
A
exp −
K(~x, x~0 ) =
2πσ 2
2σ 2
 

2
2
xc
H(~x) = B + ∑ ∑ K ~x,
yc
x =−2 y =−2
c

(3)
(4)

c

The width of the Gaussian functions directly gives the spatial precision. The localizations explained by the Gaussian functions give the number of true positive localizations. On the other
hand, the number of localizations explained by the shift gives the number of unspecific localizations (false positives), which include erroneously fitted background noise and localizations
stemming from multi-spots. Both of these sources of false localizations can be expected to produce localizations with a very broad distribution, thus appearing identically distributed on the
mean lattice interval. The total number of spots that should have been detected was determined
from the number of spots in the simulation that contained enough photons above the background threshold. From these values, we computed stochastic precision and recall accordingly.
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Due to multiple stochastical simplifications made, we computed each stochastical simulation
5 times with random number generation seeds 41–45 to gain information about data point
validity. We performed these computations on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU 650 clocked at
3.20 GHz with four cores, using close to a week of computer time for the whole set of data
found on our website. The program code and additional scripts we used for generating and
evaluating data sets can be found on our website.
3.

Results and discussion

The most researched characteristic for super-resolution microscopy is its spatial precision, i.e.
for localization microscopy the stochastical uncertainty in each localization. By applying our
evaluation method, we found the spatial precision of rapidSTORM to be very stable and decreasing only by a few nanometers for spot densities up to 5 spots per µm2 (Fig. 2), corresponding to an average distance to the nearest neighbouring molecule of 0.7 FWHM of a PSF. The
deterioration of spatial precision for higher spot densities cannot be accurately determined due
to the very small stochastic precision. The decrease in spatial precision is consistent across a
wide range of parameter variations, including photon count rate, pixel size, smoothing algorithm, and multi-spot search thresholds.
3
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Fig. 2. Spatial precision decrease versus increasing spot density. Each displayed curve
differs from the default settings in the indicated parameter: photon emission rate (NP ),
smoothing algorithm choice, multi-spot suspectedness thresholds (θfishy ), multi-spot distance threshold (θdist ), spot density (ρS ) in spots per µm2 and pixel sizes (ρP ) in PSF
full-widths at half-maximum. At all settings, a significant decrease in spatial precision
is observed with higher spot densities, but the decrease is small in comparison to other
sources of spatial uncertainty. The error bars indicate the standard deviation within 5 simulation runs differing only by random seed. Points with standard deviations greater than
their mean were discarded.
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rameters. The stochastic precision-recall diagram (Fig. 3), a parametric diagram which shows
the trajectory in precision-recall-space caused by variation of the spot search threshold, was
used to identify critical points in multi-spot search parameters. Readers unfamiliar with this
kind of diagram should note that the points are not a function of stochastic precision, but rather
of θfishy , and that both axes in the diagram show measured quantities. In general, points close
to the upper right corner of a precision-recall diagram are considered optimal, and curves will
tend to run from top left (good recall, i.e. many true positives, and bad precision, i.e. many false
positives) to bottom right (few true positives and few false positives), with curves running from
bottom left to top right indicating suboptimal parameters (e.g. for very low θfishy both stochastic
precision and recall decrease, showing θfishy = 0 to be an absolutely inferior choice compared
to θfishy = 0.01). The consistent shape of the curve demonstrates that the combined optimum of
stochastic precision and recall consistently occurs at a residual quotient θfishy = 0.1 and a high
distance threshold θdist should be selected. Therefore, we fixed these settings to θfishy = 0.1
and θdist = 0.5 µm in the following analysis. It should be noted that the overall low values of
stochastic precision and recall stem primarily from the high default spot density of 0.64 spots
µm−2 (1.74 PSF FWHMs), which was chosen to cause many multi-spot events and thus test the
effectivity of multi-spot search.
0.4
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Np = 30 kHz
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Fig. 3. Stochastical precision-recall-diagram. Each displayed curve differs from the default settings in the indicated parameters: photon emission rate (NP ), smoothing algorithm
choice, multi-spot distance threshold (θdist ), spot density (ρS ) in spots per µm2 and pixel
sizes (ρP ) in PSF full-widths at half-maximum. The plot is parametric with points along
each curve varying in double spot search aggressiveness (θfishy ) with 1 being at the upper
left edge of each curve and 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 and 0 following. While almost
all curves differ from each other, indicating sensitivity of stochastic precision and recall
to all parameters, most reach their optimum at or close to the fifth point, i.e. θfishy = 0.1,
indicating an optimal value for θfishy .
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3.1.

Stochastical precision and recall

Despite applying multi-spot analysis, we found that the rapidSTORM algorithm encounters
problems with accurate spot identification when the number of simultaneously active fluorophores increases. Both recall and stochastic precision show a distinct decrease with increasing
spot density ρS (Figs. 4a and b). In other words, the number of false positive localizations increases in the super-resolved reconstructed image with increasing ρS . An exponential decay in
the recall emerges for all curves, even though the actual values differ by up to a factor of two.
Since the number of true localizations is given by the camera area multiplied by the spot density and the recall rate, the density of true localizations scales with ρS exp − ρkS with k being
algorithm-dependent (e.g. 0.6 µm−2 for default settings) and has a maximum at ρS = k (Fig.
4c). We will refer to the density of true localizations per frame as throughput. Using default
settings, the maximum occurs at 0.6 µm−2 (1.8 PSF FWHMs) and allows a throughput of 0.17
localizations per frame and µm2 (Fig. 4c), corresponding to a mean nearest-neighbour distance
of correctly identified localizations of 3.4 PSF FWHMs. Consistently, algorithmic alternative
parameters that employ less smoothing in the preprocessing stage offer better throughput. Note,
however, that the maximum throughput is offset by a considerable amount of false localizations,
i.e. noise or artifacts impair the reconstructed image.
This tradeoff can be analyzed and visualized by using a stochastic precision-throughput diagram (Fig. 5), i.e. a diagram analogous to a stochastic precision-recall diagram with the ordinate scaled by the spot density. When plotting throughput versus the stochastic precision, the
slope curves along which points differ by spot density, the slope in the stochastic precisionthroughput diagram characterizes both the existence and the sharpness of the tradeoff between
stochastic precision and throughput. Positive slopes in the diagram show that stochastic precision and throughput can be optimized concurrently when changing spot density and negative
slopes close to 0 or -∞ show that stochastic precision or throughput, respectively, can be gained
at little cost.
3.2.

Influence on different types of localization microscopy

The interdependence of throughput and stochastic precision is influenced by experimental constraints that can be divided into three categories: (i) the fluorophore-limited case defined by
unfavorable photostability, including experiments with photoactivatable fluorescent proteins
(e.g. PALM and FPALM, [3, 4]) and necessitating maximum recall rates, (ii) the ratio-limited
case defined by the photoswitching rates or lifetimes of the on and off state (e.g. STORM and
dSTORM, [16]), and (iii) the throughput-limited case defined by short acquisition times caused
by experimental instability or the need to acquire many localizations in a short time (e.g. dynamic super-resolution imaging in living cells, [8, 9]). This need is exemplified by the low spot
densities (0.01 – 0.03 µm−2 ) used recently by Frost et al. [35].
For the fluorophore-limited case, low spot densities should be adjusted to guarantee good
recall because in most cases each fluorophore only produces few spots before photobleaching.
The density-stochastic precision and density-recall diagram (Figs. 4a and b) demonstrate that
both recall and stochastic precision approach 100% for very low spot densities highlighting the
stability of the rapidSTORM algorithm against background noise [24].
The ratio-limited case occurs when reversible photoswitching allows repeated detection of
a fluorophore, making recall less relevant. Here, stochastic precision is the relevant factor and
mainly limited by the photoswitching rates, i.e. the ratio of the lifetime of the off and on state,
[16, 17]. Thus, the ratio determines the acceptable fluorophore and spot density, and
r = ττoff
on
finally the achievable structural resolution [16]. Without multi-spot analysis the stochastic precision decreases exponentially with increasing spot density. On the other hand, applying multispot analysis the fraction of true positive localizations increases considerably enabling a sto-
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Defaults
Gaussian smoother
Gaussian smoother, no m.sp.s.
Photon count rate 30 kHz
Photon count rate 5 kHz
Pixel size 0.19 PSF FWHMs
Pixel size 0.21 PSF FWHMs
Multi-spot search 1 (no search)
Multi-spot search 0.3 (less search)
QuickPALM

Fig. 4. Recall, stochastic precision and throughput as a function of spot density. The curves
differ in photophysical and algorithmic properties. A photon count rate of 1 kHz corresponds to up to 100 photons per spot, and m.sp.s. abbreviates multi-spot search. (a,b) All
recall curves and the stochastic precision curves for some settings, including those without
multi-spot search, show exponential decay with slope varying between algorithms. The exponential behavior implies the existence of a maximum for the number of detected spots
per time, located at ∼ 0.7 spots per µm2 . Double-spot search improves the stochastic precision by a factor of up to 2. (c) Precision-throughput-diagram with parametric curves.
The points along each curve vary in spot density, with abscissa and ordinate showing the
achieved stochastic precision and throughput. This diagram shows how different algorithmic approaches offer different trade-offs, with our default settings offering high stochastic
precision and several low-precision, high-throughput alternatives that might be useful for
time-resolved measurements.

chastic precision of > 80% for spot densities of 0.6 µm−2 or, in other words, more than 80%
of all localizations composing the reconstructed image are accurate localizations and contain
sample information (Fig. 4a). The exponential behavior is also shown by the QuickPALM algorithm, indicating a broad applicability of a simple exponential decay model for stochastic
precision and recall.
In the throughput-limited case when the acquisition speed is the crucial parameter, the stochastic precision-throughput diagram (Fig. 5) is most useful. By plotting the product of spot
density and recall against the stochastic precision several optimal zones can be identified. Already with default settings the rapidSTORM algorithm allows a throughput of almost 0.2 localizations per frame and µm2 at a stochastic precision of nearly 80% which can be further
optimized by changing the pixel size and other algorithmic input parameters (Fig. 5).
These results show that effort is necessary to optimize the performance of the rapidSTORM
algorithm and probably other, similar algorithms for localization microscopy. While a full inquiry into the causes of failure is outside the scope of this article, several studies [9,22] indicate
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Fig. 5. Parametric diagram of stochastic precision and throughput with changing spot density. The points along each curve vary in spot density, with abscissa and ordinate showing
the achieved stochastic precision and throughput given in spots per frame and µm2 . For
example, the curve showing default settings (hollow squares) starts at the lower right with
high precision and low throughput, and shows loss of precision (that is, towards lower xvalues) as well as rise and subsequent fall of throughput along the curve. By evaluating the
slope of the curve, it can be determined how much precision is lost for gains in throughput.
The diagram also shows how different algorithmic approaches offer different trade-offs,
with our default settings offering high precision and several low-precision, high-throughput
alternatives that might be useful for time-resolved measurements.

that higher performance under high spot density conditions should be possible. However, these
studies did not provide a false positive rate. It has to be pointed out that the investigation of
recall or localization precision alone is not adequate to judge the quality of algorithmic processing. Since the distribution of false positives is both different from that of true positives and
can be expected to be highly dependent on the spatial configuration of simulated fluorophores,
localization precision, and stochastical precision must be measured independently. At the same
time, both recall and stochastical precision are necessary for a meaningful stochastical analysis.
In other words, performance at high spot density can only be compared with previously published results (reporting e.g. high recall values also for higher spot densities [9, 22]) and new
algorithms evaluated only if all three parameters stochastic precision, recall, and localization
precision are considered, underlining the importance of the proposed measurement method.
3.3.

Information throughput and necessary acquisition time

The maximal throughput can be used to predict the minimal acquisition time necessary to
achieve a desired experimental Nyquist-Shannon-limited spatial image resolution. To resolve
a structure with a structural resolution of 20 nm, i.e. reliably detect irregularities of at least
20 nm in size, one data point has to be recorded every 10 nm and therefore up to 10,000 fluoro#139862 - $15.00 USD Received 21 Dec 2010; revised 23 Feb 2011; accepted 27 Feb 2011; published 29 Mar 2011
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phores µm−2 are necessary. At the maximum throughput we measured, at least 50,000 images
have to be acquired to reconstruct a super-resolved image containing a sufficient number of
true localizations. For example, at a frame rate of 100 Hz the acquisition time sums up to ∼ 8
minutes and prevents dynamic super-resolution imaging of highly dynamic samples. However,
this number should be interpreted with two caveats: firstly, less complex structures such as filaments or small multi-protein complexes require much lower labeling density and allow us to
perform super-resolution imaging in much shorter acquisition times [36]. Secondly, we ignored
the effects of localization redundancy, i.e. more than one localization per fluorophore, and localization precision, both of which necessitate even longer acquisition times for resolution.
The throughput limit we found also implies an information limit for localization microscopy applicable to all localization microscopy applications, surpassing structural resolution
considerations. Since the number of true localizations determined per time unit is limited and
each localization is determined with an inherent uncertainty given by the localization precision, localization microscopy must be limited by the Shannon-Hartley theorem [15], with the
localization throughput representing the bandwidth of a classical communication channel and
the acquisition area size and the localization precision determining the signal-to-noise ratio.
Thereby, our results give an information throughput measured in bits per image for localization
microscopy algorithms; if the results of the experiment can be easily treated in information
theory terms, this result allows an estimation of the necessary acquisition time.
3.4.

Applicability

We consider our simulation-derived results to be applicable quantitatively to real dSTORM
measurements since we adapted realistic noise measurements and photophysical parameters
from dSTORM measurements. The largest incongruence with reality is the distribution of localization amplitudes, i.e. the estimated number of photons per spot: while computations on
real measurements show a broad distribution of localization amplitudes, the simulations generate many localizations with small variation around the photon rate times the integration time.
This incongruence might be due to different excitation intensities of of differently located fluorophores induced e.g. by total internal reflection. However, with the simulated spots already
showing significant variation towards low amplitudes due to the chosen simulated integration
time and the combination of many spots probably overshadowing the photon statistics of each
single spot, we deem the variance in spot strength in our simulations sufficient and did not try
to enhance the model to match a spot strength histogram of real data more closely.
While the above results have been obtained with simulation parameters typical for the
dSTORM method and the rapidSTORM algorithm, the proposed method for measuring densespot performance is easily applicable to all current localization microscopy methods and algorithms. We provide evaluation software on our website and can provide the stochastically
generated input image stacks on request. We expect our results to hold quantitatively for many
current localization microscopy algorithms, which generally follow the the same pattern as
rapidSTORM of denoising, identifying spot positions by maximum search or thresholding, and
non-linearly fitting functional approximations of the PSF to these positions. However, it should
be stressed that photophysical parameters were assigned to match typical dSTORM data and
were measured on rapidSTORM, and thus our numerical results can not be applied directly to
other localization microscopy algorithms that operate with different premises, under different
conditions (e.g. molecule brightness and background noise) or with different computational approaches. For these algorithms, we suggest using the demonstrated method of simulated fluorophore lattices to obtain their statistical properties, which is eased by the supplied software and,
if photophysical parameters allow, our generated input image stacks. In general, our method
should be considered as a practical proof and testing procedure for localization microscopy
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algorithms, and does not indicate the limits of localization microscopy.
4.

Conclusions and outlook

Our results demonstrate that we have a powerful method for automatic and reliable testing of
localization microscopy algorithms under high spot density conditions. The method relies on
computing localization precision, stochastic precision and recall from the parameters of a sum
of Gaussian functions fitted to an average raster interval histogram. The usefulness of stochastic
precision recall, spot density recall, spot density precision, and stochastic precision throughput
diagrams has been demonstrated by identifying the best algorithmic parameters and by predicting ideal physical parameters for algorithmic performance. We determined optimal spot
densities on the basis of the rapidSTORM algorithm demonstrating that fluorophore-limited experiments (PALM, FPALM) should be performed well below 0.5 spots per µm2 , ratio-limited
experiments with reversibly photoswitchable fluorophores (STORM, dSTORM) at 0.6 spots
per µm2 , and throughput-limited dynamic super-resolution imaging experiments are limited
to 0.2 achieved localizations per frame and µm2 . Our results highlight the complex interrelation of spot density, photophysical fluorophore parameters, and acquisition speed expressed
as throughput (spots per frame and µm2 ). They demonstrate that high labeling densities are
prone to generate false and artificial localizations unless experimental parameters such as photoswitching and acquisition rates are set appropriately and that very long acquisition times are
necessary when localization throughput is limited.
Our quantitative characterization of a localization microscopy algorithm is an important
step towards a refined understanding of the resolution and quantification capability of singlemolecule based localization microscopy methods. Furthermore, we expect the proposed lattice
histogram method used to evaluate evaluating dense-spot performance to be very useful in designing and testing algorithms that extend the capabilities of standard localization microscopy
methods.
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